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Abstract - In this paper, we report experimental and analytical studies of the interfacial flows of contact line dynamics and liquid film
displacement of gas-liquid two-phase flows in a capillary tube. To quantitatively measure and analyse the interfacial liquid film
displacement behaviour, an optical technique for measuring the interfacial liquid film between the liquid and gas in a capillary tube has
been developed. The interfacial film dynamics is detected by a very sensitive laser spatial fringe projection technique and a high speed
camera. The spatial frequencies of the fringe patterns are calculated utilizing image processing technique which are used to determine
the interfacial film thickness between the gas plug and the channel wall. The uncertainty of the measurements is less than several
hundred nanometres. Because the resolution of the film measurements is very high, it is possible to determine whether a liquid film
exists or not for different flow capillary numbers, therefore, the critical capillary numbers can be determined. Pressure-driven flow
model is used to analyse the interfacial evolution and the contact line motion. It is found that the critical capillary number is affected by
the surface tension of liquids and wall surface wettability. The newly developed analytical model is validated by experimental results
utilizing the interfacial film measurement technique.
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1. Introduction
In the last two decade, Microfluidics develops quite rapidly in plenty of areas, such as chemical synthesis [1], drug
screening [2], emulsification [3], reactors [4], oscillation heat pipes [5] and biomedical diagnostics [6]. The thin liquid film
generated from condensation and liquid motion will transform to vapour, during which process more heat can be
transferred from one side to another comparing with conduction and normal convection heat transfer.
Understanding interfacial film displacement and contact line dynamics in liquid-gas plug flow is important in twophase flow research. The dynamics of interfacial film displacement are often controlled by the capillary number, and
usually include events of how the liquid–gas interface evolves, depending on flow conditions and fluid properties [7-12].
However, the processes of liquid film formation, development and breakup are complex which involve the interfacial
tension between fluid-fluid and fluid-solid, and the capillary induced instability of thin liquid film breakup. The surface
adhesion between the liquid and solid can also play important role during the liquid displacement. As a consequence of the
small length scale, the capillary forces play a fundamental role in the physics of the phenomena. In this paper, we present a
new phenomenon under water-air plug flow in a capillary tube. Although liquid-gas plug flows have been extensively
studied, they typically studied the interfacial film dynamics under different flow conditions without taking the wall
wettability into consideration. This might be correct in macroscale. However, this may not be correct when the capillary
diameter is small where surface wetting become dominant. In that case, the interfacial film dynamic and breakup are
affected by the wall adhesion. In this paper, we report experiments and simulations of the interfacial flows of contact line
dynamics and liquid film displacement of gas-liquid two-phase flows in a circular microchannel.

2. Methodology
To quantitatively analyse the interfacial liquid film displacement behaviour, an optical technique for measuring the
interfacial liquid film between the liquid and gas in a circular microchannel is developed recently [13]. The interfacial film
dynamics is detected by a very sensitive laser spatial fringe projection technique and a high speed camera. The spatial
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frequencies of the fringe patterns are calculated utilizing image processing technique which are used to determine the
interfacial film thickness between the gas plug and the channel wall. The interfacial film dynamics can be predicted
utilizing the measured film thicknesses under various capillary numbers. Because the resolution of the film measurements
is very high, it is possible to determine whether a liquid film exist or not when the flow capillary number is changed.
Therefore, it is possible to determine the critical capillary numbers that governing the interfacial fluid dynamics for
different wall wettability. We derived the dynamic dewetting conditions and a critical capillary number was found that
determines the film breakup or lubrication. A constant effective pressure force is applied on interfacial fluids to simulate a
pressure-driven flow, and an interface model is used to analyse the interfacial evolution and the contact line motion. It is
found that the critical capillary number is affected by the surface tension of liquids and wall surface wettabilities. The
newly developed analytical model is validated by experimental results utilizing the interfacial film measurement technique,
which demonstrates that the critical capillary number is associated with the contact angle and dimensionless slip length.
The novel measurement technique and analytical model for the contact line dynamics and interfacial liquid displacement
are described below in details.
2.1. Experimental Setup
To measure the interfacial liquid film thickness, laser interferometer technique was developed [16]. The scattering rays
in a capillary cross-section when a laser enters a capillary are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1: The refraction and reflex cross-section when a capillary contains a gas bubble (θ is the incident beam angle, γ is the output beam
angle and n1, n2, and n3 are reflective indices of glass wall, liquid film and air, respectively).

Between two surfaces S1 and S2 (S1, the interface of glass and liquid; S2, the interface of liquid and gas), there are 3
layers of media, namely capillary glass, liquid and gas. The refractive indices of the capillary tube, the liquid and the gas
are 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 and 𝑛3 , respectively. One assumption of this measurement method is 𝑛1 > 𝑛2 > 𝑛3 , which is normally the case
for glass, liquid and air. When incident laser rays enter the surface between the capillary glass and liquid from the left, the
reflected rays can be divided into 4 sets, where Ray 1 has the propagating path of S1-S2-S2-S1, the propagating path of
Ray 2, is S1-S2-S1, Ray 3 has the propagating path of S1-S1 and Ray 4 has the propagating path of S1-S1. Rays acting like
Ray 1 are defined as a punctured set and those of Ray 2 as a reflected set. Considering the incident beam angle (𝜃), the
output beam angle (𝛾) and the radius of the gas bubble (𝑘𝑅) , the annular liquid film thickness can be calculated as
ℎ = (1 − 𝑘)𝑅. The liquid film thickness h can be calculated by:
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Where 𝜃1′ = 𝑛1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 and 𝜃2′ = 𝑛1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2; f is the frequency of interference fringes on the CCD, the subscript e is for
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empty capillary. In practice, after the experiment has been set up, the spatial frequency of fringe patterns of an empty
capillary is recorded for reference before a measurement is conducted. The uncertainty of the measurements is less than
several hundred nanometres in the experiments.
2.2. Analytical Modelling
Considering a pressure driven slug bubble moving forward with speed 𝑈 in a circular microchannel, 𝑢 and 𝑣 are the
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑣
velocity of liquid in x and y directions, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The conservation of mass should be:
+ = 0. The
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑦

Navier-Stokes equation in liquid film could be simplified dramatically by lubrication theory if there is no evaporation
occurred.
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Fig. 2: Schematic of meniscus moving in a capillary: (a) with low capillary number; (b) with high capillary number.

We use the pressure item

𝑃𝑥 ℎ
3𝜇

to replace the gravity term and assume the pressure drop of air near the interface is the

same with the one in infinite long position. Taking the boundary conditions into consideration, the critical capillary number
can be determined in the following:
1
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where 𝜃𝑒 is the equilibrium contact angle, 𝜆𝑟 is the dimensionless slip length, 𝑘 = 𝜇

𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

viscosity and𝐶𝑎 is the capillary number.
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(2)

is the ratio of dynamics

The critical capillary numbers under different contact angels are shown in Fig 3. Although the exact slip length value
in normal wettability materials is still unknown, the scale of slip length in this paper could be set as 2nm. The predicted
critical capillary numbers using equation (2) agree well with the experimental data as shown in Fig. 3.

4. Conclusion
For the first time, we derived analytical solution regarding the critical capillary number with the wettability effect in a
pressure driven circular microchannel. A lubrication model is utilized in the theoretical derivation, which limits the
equations here on a hydrophilic surface. By matching the curvatures of the intermediate and outer regions, we can obtain
an equation for predicting the critical capillary number. The critical capillary numbers calculated by this equation match
well with the experiment data.

Fig. 3: The relationship of critical capillary number and equilibrium contact angle.
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